
The difference in roof strength was obvious when
the Nissan Xterra and Ford Explorer, both 2000 models, were
subjected to a crushing force of up to 10,000 pounds. The
Xterra’s roof crushed about 2 inches, and damage is hard-

ly visible except for a cracked windshield. Meanwhile
the Explorer’s roof crushed 10 inches, caving far

into the occupant compartment even before
reaching 10,000 pounds of force.
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New findings vs. previous studies: Before the Institute’s study,
there was no conclusive evidence about the specific contribu-
tion of a vehicle’s roof strength to occupant protection. The
government estimated that proposed changes in federal
roof strength requirements would save 13 to 44 lives
per year.

“This was based on assumptions that were
conservative in the extreme,” Lund explains.
“For example, the government assumed zero
benefit for unbelted occupants. We don’t
know exactly what the benefit of an upgrad-
ed roof strength standard would be for
these occupants, but it would be likely to
exceed zero.”

Meanwhile two studies sponsored
by automakers, one in 1995 and the
other a decade later, found no relation-
ship at all between roof strength and
injury risk in rollovers. Findings of the
first study prompted General Motors
to tell The Detroit News in 2002, “Good
science, long established and well re-
viewed in the technical literature, has
conclusively demonstrated that there is
no relationship between roof strength
and the likelihood of occupant injury
given a rollover.” Four years later, Ford
told the government that “substantial and
compelling real-world crash data and labo-
ratory testing have confirmed that simply
increasing roof strength will not measurably
reduce the risk of injury or death to vehicle oc-
cupants in rollovers.”

A main problem with these studies is that they
included all kinds of passenger vehicles with their sub-
stantial differences in driver demographics, rollover
propensity, and other factors that confound the results. In
contrast, the Institute’s new study focuses on one kind of vehi-
cle, midsize 4-door SUVs, and tightly controls for other factors that
could confound the results. While the findings are about a limited num-
ber of SUVs, the researchers conclude that the overall finding of
reduced injury risk as roof strength increases would hold for other
kinds of vehicles, although the magnitude of the injury rate reduction
may differ among vehicle groups.

Lund adds that the findings “prompt us to expand our research on
roof strength with an eye to supplying consumers with comparisons of
how well vehicles protect people in rollover crashes. A dynamic test
with dummies instrumented to measure injury risk in rollovers would
be desirable, but there’s a sticking point. First we have to understand
how the movement of dummies in controlled tests could reflect how
real people move in real-world rollovers. Meanwhile, simpler roof
strength measurements could provide useful consumer information.”

Details 
of the study:
The Institute study is a
two-part analysis involving ve-
hicle testing and examination of the outcomes of real-world rollover
crashes. Eleven midsize 4-door SUVs were subjected to a test similar to
the one run by automakers to comply with federal roof strength require-
ments (the manufacturers’ own test data aren’t public information). The
11 SUVs exclude features that might affect injury rates in rollovers such
as side curtain airbags and electronic stability control (see p.2). To

The drivers of these SUVs
died when their vehicles over-

turned. It’s a big problem — more than
half of all occupant deaths in SUVs occur 

in rollover crashes. New research indi-
cates that strengthening vehicle roofs

would reduce this problem. If the roof
on every SUV were as strong as the best
one the Institute tested, injury risk in roll-
over crashes could be reduced 39 to 57 per-

cent. These are very big risk reductions, bigger
than the federal government or anybody

else has established.
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assess the range of roof strength among the SUVs, researchers
applied force to the roofs until crush reached 10 inches, meas-
uring the peak force required for 2 inches of crush, 5 inches,
and 10 inches. Because crush in a rollover can depend on vehi-
cle weight as well as roof strength, the researchers calculated
strength-to-weight ratios for each degree of crush. They also
measured the amount of energy absorbed by each roof at each
degree of crush and, again taking vehicle weight into account,
the height from which the vehicle would have to be dropped
to produce equivalent energy absorption.

By almost any of these measures, the strongest roof was on
the 2000-04 Nissan Xterra while one of the weakest was on the
1999-2004 Jeep Grand Cherokee. Within 5 inches of crush, the
Jeep withstood a force as high as 6,560 pounds, which
amounts to 1.64 times the weight of the 4-wheel-drive version
and 1.72 times the weight of the 2-wheel-drive. The correspond-
ing figure for the Xterra was 11,996 pounds, or 2.93 times the
weight of the 4-wheel-drive and 3.16 times the 2-wheel-drive. 

Having established the range of roof strength among the
SUVs, the researchers studied almost 23,000 real-world
rollovers of the same 11 SUVs during 1997-2005. This infor-
mation was collected from 12 states with sufficient data on
police-reported crashes to comply with study criteria.

Logistic regression was used to assess the effect of roof
strength on the likelihood of driver injury in the rollover crash-
es of the 11 SUVs. The regression controlled for state-to-state
differences in methods of reporting crashes, terrain, urbaniza-
tion, etc.; vehicle stability; and driver age. Results indicate the
various injury risks given the various SUV roof strengths.

“No matter what measurement of roof strength we used
or whether we measured at 2 or 5 or 10 inches of crush, we
found a consistent relationship between roof strength and
injury risk,” Lund points out.

The relationship between roof strength-to-weight ratio and
injury risk was stronger at 2 inches than at 5 inches, the crush
specified for testing under the federal standard (the govern-
ment doesn’t require automakers to assess roof strength at 2
or 10 inches). At 5 inches, the predicted injury risk for people
in SUVs with roof strength-to-weight ratios as strong as the
Xterra’s would be 39 percent lower than for people in vehicles
with roof strength like the Grand Cherokee’s. At 2 inches of
crush, the difference in predicted injury risk is 51 percent.

The 11 SUV designs in the study include the 1996-2004
Chevrolet Blazer, 2002-05 Chevrolet TrailBlazer, 1998-2003 Dodge
Durango, 1996-2001 Ford Explorer, 2002-04 Ford Explorer,
1996-98 Jeep Grand Cherokee, 1999-2004 Jeep Grand Cher-
okee, 2002-05 Jeep Liberty, 1997-2004 Mitsubishi Montero
Sport, 2000-04 Nissan Xterra, and 1996-2000 Toyota 4Runner.

For a copy of “Relationship between roof strength and in-
jury risk in rollover crashes” by M.L. Brumbelow et al., write:
Publications, Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 1005 N.
Glebe Rd., Arlington, VA 22201, or email publications@iihs.org.
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